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ELEVEN CEO CLUBS TALKS!
The CEO Clubs Top Ten Audio Luncheon Talks
Plus, Mancuso's 10 Tips For Writing A Wining Business Plan
Over the past thirty-five years, The CEO CLUBS have sponsored hundreds of luncheons appealing to CEOs of
companies with average annual sales of about $20,000,000. If you attended all the luncheons, you would have
spent about $60,000. Of course you would have enjoyed drinks and lunch and the company of your peers. We
have converted over 200 of these luncheons talks to MP3 format and placed them on the website. You can
download them for an MP3 player or order the CD. Here are the eleven most popular talks. Some of these are
truly jewels and like a good wine, they age well. They are a mini MBA program.

The CEO CLUBS are a thirty-five year old non-profit association of CEOs and entrepreneurs who like to say, "It's okay to be
independent, but there is no reason to be alone." Composed of eight chapters, including in China, India, Dubai and Greece, the
members run businesses with average annual sales of $20,000,000. Member’s meet in private clubs to share ideas and form into
Presidential Advisory Councils (PAC) to act as a mutual board of advisors. These wolf packs exist regionally, nationally and
internationally.
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Frank “Catch Me If You Can” Abagnale, the con-man, tells the best stories and wins the best
all-time award. The surprise is that his message concerns family values and it has outsold all
the other talks. Leonardo De Caprio played Frank in the movie. Frank spoke at several
dozen CEO CLUB events. The CON man tells the best stories and beats out Ted Turner as
the most listened to tape in CEO club history. This will totally surprise you as it's more a
message about kids and family and business than about being a criminal. Many CEO Club
families listen to it together in their cars on long trips.

2

Billionaires / Bankruptcy
Bill Bartmann is a man who has been a millionaire three times, been bankrupt twice, and
been a billionaire once. This will be quite a different CEO Club talk. Bartmann, author of
"Billionaire", tells a breathtaking personal tale reminiscent of the story told more than a
decade ago by the conman, Frank Abagnale. Frank ("Catch Me If You Can") addressed the
CEO CLUBS on twenty-one different occasions in the late 1980s and his free talk is still the
most popular on our website. Bill is a close runnenrup

3

Chicken Soup For The Soul
Jack Canfield, originator of the NY Times #1 best selling book series, CHICKEN SOUP FOR
THE SOUL. With more than one hundred titles in print and over a hundred million copies sold
(that is not a typo), Jack is a world-renowned expert at changing lives. Behind the empire
Time Magazine called "the publishing phenomenon of the decade" is America's leading
expert on creating peak performance.

4

Enron
Kurt Eichenwald, the author of a true story of the collapse of a Fortune 50 company, Enron.
An investigative reporter from the New York Times, Kurt Eichenwald, has written a 750-page
thriller about America's biggest corporate scandal. His message and story has a direct
impact on the role of the CEO in corporate America. Mr. Eichenwald's website is a reference
source for CEOs at: www.conspiracyoffools.com. While Skilling was convicted, his
sentence was reviewed by the Supreme Court and the guts of his conviction…the honest
services concept…was tossed out.

5

Astronaut
Bernard Harris, an African-American astronaut, tells how a medical doctor experienced
walking in space. Bernard, now a member of the CEO CLUBS Super PAC, heads a medical
venture capital fund.
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6
7
8

Business Plans
Joseph Mancuso's books on writing a business plan have outsold all the other books
combined. Therefore, you may find it useful to spend an hour on his audio tips before you
invest thousands of hours and dollars.
IDG
Pat McGovern, the founder of the $2 billion, IDG, addressed the Boston chapter a few years
ago. He tells of making his first of over eighty investments in China about thirty years ago and
then he tells what he sees as the next “big thing”.

JetBlue
David Neeleman - While the airline Industry is in chapter eleven, one airline has grown
dramatically with an innovative entrepreneurial CEO, Mr. David Neeleman. This talk details
the management style of one of America's premier entrepreneurs who had just placed an
order for one hundred new planes while competitors are trying to match his superior service.
As most of you know, David is now in Brazil having founded a look-a-like airline in Brazil.

9

Selling to VITO
Tony Parinello, the author of Selling to the Very Important Top Officer (VITO), explains how to
sell CEO to CEO. Tony has made a career of teaching salespeople to penetrate CEOs. His
books and seminars have set records and trained thousands. His prior CEO CLUB luncheon
talk has been among our most popular. Now, he is back and talking about a more recent
book, "How To Get The Second Appointment".

10
11

Blackstone
Pete Peterson is founder of Blackstone, the Peterson Foundation, and Ranked Highly
Among the Forbes Four Hundred. His talk begins with, "By my book. I need the money."

Outrageous!
Ted Turner - The best in the business -- "Early to bed, early to rise, work like hell and
advertise." He delighted 300 CEOs at NYC's Harvard Club and he was wonderfully
outrageous. Turner, is as outrageous as it is colorful. The surprise was that two Washington
DC CEO CLUB members, Jim Kimsey and Steve Case (AOL’s founders), were among the
250 CEO’s cheering Turner at the NY Harvard Club. This was 1991 and Steve Case later
merged with Time Warner and Ted Turner lost about $8,000,000,000.
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Eleven digitally re-mastered audio talks in MP3 format...
Downloadable and transferable to your smart phone in just a few minutes.
Frank Abagnale
Bill Bartmann
Jack Canfield
Kurt Eichenwald

Bernard Harris
Joe Mancuso
Pat McGovern

David Neeleman
Tony Parinello
Pete Peterson
Ted Turner

Fill out, print and fax this form to 212.925.7463
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$25 for members
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